--- I TOLD YOU I'M NOT SELLING, I HAVE NO INTEREST IN WORKING WITH THE MOB!

OUR BOSS HAS EXTENDED A VERY GENEROUS OFFER. IF YOU REFUSE TO ACCEPT, THERE'S NO TELLING WHAT MIGHT HAPPEN.

I WON'T LET YOU THREATEN ME. I'M NOT AFRAID OF YOU!

PEOPLE COULD GET HURT.

IT'S SOME KIND OF PROTECTION RACKET. HAMILTON'S NOT BUYING. GOOD FOR HIM!

THAT'S IT, I'M CALLING THE POLICE. I - WAAAAA!

CALL THE POLICE, AND YOU'LL HAVE MORE THAN JUST BAD PUBLICITY. WE'LL SHARE YOUR DADDY'S LITTLE SECRET - AND YOU'LL BE RUINED!

HEY! LET GO OF HIM!

GENTLEMEN, MR. MILTON DOESN'T WANT TO DO BUSINESS WITH YOU!

WHO'S THE GIRL?

WHY DON'T YOU MOVE BACK TO THE SEWER YOU CRAWLED OUT OF?
This is none of your business, sweetheart. Why don’t you just head back inside before someone gets hurt.

My friend works for Mr. Hamilton, and I hear he’s an honest man. Unlike the two of you.

You’re making a big mistake messing with us!

Going to have to move fast. These guys are tough.

You don’t want to mess with my friends.

Or with me!

...Unnhh!

Paula look out!

CRACK

CRACK

SLOW them down before they know what hit them.

WH-HH-HHHHHH!

You’ll pay for that!

Unnnh!

I can’t... move!
Looks like we found us a pretty little punching bag! Ha ha!

Linngh!

This filthy thug has a strong grip, but maybe I can use that to my advantage.

Then use the wall to my advantage.

Linngh!

Thud

Let's get out of here!

There's more to this than a protection racket, what secret is Milton Hamilton hiding?

She's gonna pay for that.
FULL LENGTH ADVENTURES!

TRAIL OF THE DEADLY DIAMONDS
Paula’s first, full-color GRAPHIC NOVEL! With the help of Rio, a long-time friend and informant, Paula uncovers the operations of a corrupt diamond smuggler, only to find herself the target of a series of villainous death traps. 48 pages. $19.95.

THE SECRET ISLAND
Paula goes undercover to investigate the top-secret laboratories of Savage Industries, only to find herself pursued by a sinister scientist with a diabolical plan and a mysterious formula of unimaginable power. 48 pages. $19.95

READ THE ENTIRE COLLECTION!
The world’s sexiest investigative reporter comes to life in the peril-packed series from creator James Watson and numerous talented artists: New comics are now FULL COLOR and can be downloaded easily to read at home. Paula “Peril” Perillo takes on the toughest stories, falling prey to organized crime and supernatural villains as she exposes evil.

FULL COLOR COMICS - FOR DOWNLOAD
www.paulaperiladventures.com
DANGER lies beneath the SURFACE!

PAULA PERIL and the HIDDEN CITY

The Best-Reviewed Paula Peril movie yet!

8.9/10 IMDB

“A wonderful, "peril-packed" romp...!”

“Valerie Perez hits it out of the park with her portrayal as the often times reckless, intelligent, and strong-willed Paula. She owns this role, and I could never see anyone else capture the character so perfectly.”

www.paulaperiladventures.com